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BRANDS

01 NARS
COSMETICS
Nars line is ideal for those whom
have yellow & olive undertones .
They have a few selections for
neutral gals in need of concealer
and a shade or two for red
undertones as well in their
foundations . Different coverage
levels are available as well . . 

02 FENTY
BEAUTY
Ideal if you are very distinctly
yellow or red in tone . If you
happen to be very difficult to
match as it is , don 't waste your
time starting here to find
something made for you .

03

An up and coming brand that is
doing a fab job of creating
products for a variety of tones that
love various textures when it
comes to makeup ! The best part is
they do it all inexpensively , so you
and your wallet stay beautiful !

04 MAKEUP
ATELIER 
Hands down one of the most
ground breaking formulas that
comes in the most inclusive range .
You can find your undertone &
color no matter how fair , medium
dark , yellow , neutral , olive or red
you are . Only sold through select
distributors . . .

05 KRYOLAN 
USA
The most comprehensive cosmetic
producing company in the world .
bar none . There is no way you will
not find a customized shade and
or your undertone . You will have to
order online through their site or
get matched at one of their select
stores .

COLOURPOP 
COSMETICS



BRANDS

06 ANASTASIA
BEVERLY HILLS
The social media darling of all 
beauty brands - steady dominating 
the market and on the ever 
changing pulse of beauty trends is 
ABH . You can find everything for 
your beauty kit here from brows - 
which thrust them into super 
stardom to foundation , eye 
shadow and everything in 
between , Bottom line? They deliver 
- and they do so beautifully . . . 

07 MAC
COSMETICS
The OG 's of the beauty world when 
it comes to embracing bold color 
and textures like no one had seen 
before . Times have changed , many 
brands have updated too . So has 
MAC yet you will always be able to 
find staples and a few new gems 
in their expanding line .

08 MAKEUP
FOREVER USA
Makeup . Forever , For Everyone , . In 
the USA . Literally . Corny but oh so 
true when it comes to this brand . 
Well loved by both pros and those 
that just love beauty there is 
literally everything you could want 
that legitimately works well .

09 LAURA
MERCIER
 A name and products that have 
stood the test of time for beauties 
looking to create beautiful looks 
without doing the absolute most . . 
A great staples for you to work 
with in your kit provided you ;re 
willing to part with a bit more $$$ 
for the products that will make 
you holla with joy .

10 URBAN DECAY
COSMETICS
Beauty with an edge for those that 
love to push boundaries . Bonus? 
There are products with soft 
touches for everyone else in 
between . Urban decay makes 
some beautiful finishes and stand 
out products - particularly for eyes . 
As well as one of my absolute 
favorite concealers that is just as 
beautiful for foundation in a 
pinch . 



BRANDS
11 AFTERGLOW

COSMETICS
Afterglow 's line is fantastic for the
sensitive beauty looking to polish
her look without all of the
common additives and allergens ,
They are not only organic but also
certified gluten free and leaping
bunny certified . Soy free , bismuth
free , fragrance free and more ! For
you beauties that want vegan
products . . . they have something
for you too !

12 GLOSSIER & 
GLOSSIER PLAY
Barely there , natural skin . . . all

aligned with the type of "fool

proof" makeup created by glossier .

Hypoallergenic , dermatologist

tested , appropriate for all skin

types , non-settling , non-irritating ,

paraben free , fragrance free ,

cruelty free , vegan . Great place to

start with makeup if you 're new to

the world of makeup .

13 LAWLESS
BEAUTY
Lawless beauty is committed to
providing beauty products -
shadows , foundations and more
that are "always free".They focus on
creating items with ingredients
that aren 't known to be cancer
causing or endocrine disrupting .

14 RMS BEAUTY
A cherished & loved line from
many of my professional peers in
the beauty industry - RMS
definitely stands the test of time .
It is a non toxic makeup collection
created by a pro that loved to
combine wellness AND
beauty .Really fab if you want to
become a naturally glowing
goddess !

15 JOSIE MARAN
COSMETICS
High quality & natural ingredients
all built on a base for Josie 's love
for argan oil . For all of my beauties
with nut allergies you ;ll have to
skip this gem , Yet for those of you
that want products for your face ,
body and all over-  Josie is another
clean beauty guru to go to .

Natural/Clean Beauty Category



POWDERS (Pressed & Loose) 
 

Translucent 
 

Dermablend loose 
Kett set loose 

CoverFX Perfect setting powders 
 

Tinted 
 

YSL Touche Eclat Powder 
Inglot Loose Powder 

Bobbi Brown Sheer finish loose powder 
 

Pressed 
 

Inglot AMC Pressed powder 
MAC Mineralized Skin Finish Powders 

BlackUp Contour powder kit 

Lip Products 
 

Gloss 
 

Anastasia Beverly Hills  
Pat McGrath Labs Lust 

Marc Jacobs High Shine & Lacquer 
 

Lipsticks 
 

Fenty Beauty 
Revlon/Maybelline/Colourpop 

MAC Cosmetics 
 

Liquid Mattes 
 

MAC Cosmetics liquid lipsticks 
Fenty Beauty Stunna paints 

Sephora brand liquid lipsticks 

CONCEALERS 
 

Moisturizing 
 

Nars Radiant Creamy Concealer 
Lancome Effacernes Long-Lasting Concealer 

Make Up For Ever Ultra HD Concealer 
 

Matte 
 

Colourpop Cosmetics Concealer 
MAC Prolongwear Concealer 

Laura Mercier Secret Camouflage 
 

Satin Skin like finish 
 

Urban Decay Naked Skin Concealer 
Glossier stretch Concealer (Light coverage) 

 

Bronzers: Becca Cosmetics, Laura Mercier, Nars Cosmetics, BlackUp


